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Psalm 19 

 

Rough and somewhat literal translation by Richard M Wright 

 

Superscription For(?) (the) director. A hymn of(?) David. 

Creation I The heavens recount the glory of G-d.
1
 And the firmament 

tells the work of his hands. Day to day pour out speech (or 

word). And night to night declares knowledge. There is no 

speech (or word) and no words. Their voice is not heard.
2
 

Their line(?)
3
 goes out in all the earth. And their speech to 

the end(s) of (the) world.  

Creation II – The sun In them he set a tent for the sun. And he (or it)
4
 like a 

bridegroom goes out from his canopy.
5
 He rejoices like a 

strong man to run (his) path. And nothing is hidden from 

his heat. 

Torah I The teaching (or torah)
6
 of Yhwh is complete (or perfect) 

reviving (or causing to return)
7
 the soul (or life). The 

testimony of Yhwh is true (or reliable) making wise the 

simple. The precepts(?) of Yhwh  are straight (or right) 

                                                           
1
 The less common Hebrew ʾel rather than more common ʾelohi(y)m. 
2
 Unusual construction. More literally “without their voice being heard”. 
3
 This part of Psalm 19 is somewhat difficult to understand and translate. Line in the sense of 

domain? boundary? territory?  
4
 Quick Hebrew grammar lesson. Hebrew has two grammatical genders = masculine and 

feminine. It is up to the translator whether to translate a pronoun as “he (or) she” or “it”. Do not 

make the mistake of assuming grammatical gender necessarily indicates ontological gender. 

Noobs do that. 
5
 Hebrew ḥuppa(h) which is a nice touch. Ask a Jewish friend. 
6
 One of my mild frustrations is how to translate various terms associated with the “law” in 

Hebrew. What exactly is the distinction between “testimony” and “precept” and so on? We often 

translate tora(h) as “law” which drives me crazy. The root is y-r-(h) which is associated with 

teaching (or even throwing and shooting arrows). For some reason Jewish translators decided to 

use Greek nomos for Hebrew tora(h) when they first produced the Septuagint and we have lived 

with that ever since. I am sure they had a good reason. I have nothing against “law” but am 

concerned that we somehow misunderstand the intent or nature of Torah partly because of how 

we tend to translate that word into English. 
7
 I am fascinated by how Hebrew š-(w)-b is often used in the Psalms and would not mind writing 

a thesis on the subject. Literally “causes to return”. Hebrew š-(w)-b generally expresses idea of 

“return” and sometimes “restore” (return to former status) or even “repent” (turn toward God). 

You see why this intrigues me. Compare Psalm 23:3b which is only two psalms away. 
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making the heart rejoice. The command of Yhwh is pure 

enlightening the eyes. The fear
8
 of Yhwh is (ritually) pure

9
 

standing forever. The judgments of Yhwh are truth – 

altogether righteous (or just).
10
  

Torah II (More) desirable (they are) than gold and greater than pure 

gold. And sweeter than honey (or syrup) or flowings(?) of 

the honey comb.
11
 Even

12
 your servant is instructed by 

them. And in keeping them great result (or consequence).
13
  

Prayer I? Who discerns (his) errors? Declare me innocent of hidden 

(things). Keep back even your servant from presumptuous 

(things). Do not let them have mastery
14
 over me. Then I 

will be complete (or perfect) and innocent of great 

transgression.  

                                                           
8
 How to translate Hebrew yirʾa(h) is a problem. Does English “fear” really capture how it is 

being used in Hebrew? or is this closer to “reverence” as expounded by Paul Woodruff in 

Reverence? See also Richard Wright, “Reverence <li3> and Harmonious Society”, lecture at 

Qingdao University, People’s Republic of China, June 9, 2010. 
9
 Argh. Two different Hebrew terms often translated as “pure”. How to distinguish? The second 

“pure” is ṭaho(w)r which often is associated with ritual purity. You can look up this stuff in 

Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament. 
10
 Notice the close connection between “judgment (or) justice” and “righteous”. Does this help 

us understand Hebrew tsdaqa(h) and tsedeq usually translated “righteous(ness)”? 
11
 These verses put a little strain on Hebrew scholars. So what is the difference between “gold” 

and “pure gold” – two different terms in Hebrew? or between “honey” and “honey from the 

comb”? A general pattern in Hebrew poetry is that the second line is somehow greater or more 

intense. So not just 14 karat gold but 24 karat gold??? Not just date syrup but honey from an 

actual honey comb? Something like that. 
12
 Hebrew gam which drives me crazy. It is one of those “little words” that adds nuance that I do 

not understand well how to translate. Usually something like “and, even, also”. 
13
 Please keep in mind our first psalm study together. Be careful not to let words do our thinking 

for us. That just because an English word is used to translate a Hebrew term… and we associate 

meaning with that English word… does not mean that is what the Hebrew writer has in mind.  
14
 Hebrew mašal or mashal which is interesting. Choon-Leong Seow makes a big deal out of this 

in his Anchor Bible commentary on Ecclesiastes. That by the Persian period the root has 

something to do with being able to use or dispose of something as property. Might not be how 

the verb is being used here. See also Richard Wright, Linguistic Evidence for the Pre-Exilic Date 

of the Yahwistic Source, LHB/OTS 419 (2006), 108-110. Hebrew m-š-l is not by itself a feature 

of Late Biblical Hebrew. 
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Prayer II? May the words of my mouth and the meditation
15
 of my 

heart be favor(able)
16
 before you Yhwh my rock and my 

redeemer. 

 

Some exegetical notes 
 

(1) In the Great Game of Form Criticism Psalm 19 is almost certainly a “wisdom” 

psalm or even more precisely a “torah” psalm. It is not “help!!!” or “thanks, God, 

for what you did” or “God is great because of what he is like or what he does” but 

more like “this is the way things are and how they work”. Compare Psalms 1 and 

119. Psalm 19 is a little different thanks to the prayer(!?!) at the end. 

 

(2) Which leads me to ask why a Torah psalm? and more precisely why here? It is 

not difficult to explain why Psalm 1 begins and introduces the psalter. Not sure 

why Psalm 19 is here. Anything to do with my theory that the psalter somehow 

follows roughly the story of the people of Israel which itself somehow follows 

roughly the story of creation? Does Psalm 19 correspond with Sinai? Compare to 

Psalm 1 and psalter as Torah. 

 

(3) There are three basic sections. First – how creation somehow without words 

testifies to God. Second – the value of torah. Third – a prayer. Although there has 

been some debate the consensus seems to be that the psalm is a unity – it was 

composed as a whole. 

 

(4) That right there is important. Remember that the shape or movement of a text 

contributes to its message or purpose. Creation -> torah -> prayer. Creation does 

something. Torah does something similar but different. Prayer accomplishes 

something similar but different. Be careful not to exaggerate differences. A general 

rule is that there is both similarity and dissimilarity… continuity and discontinuity.  

 

(5) Psalm 19 touches on the issue of natural revelation. How nature somehow 

reveals(?) God and/or how God reveals himself in or through nature. James Mays 

astutely asks if someone has to know of the creator in order to perceive the praise 

of God in creation. Can a neutral atheist look at creation and conclude “okay I get 

it… some God fellow made this”? I am generally skeptical of those sorts of 
                                                           
15
 Hebrew higgayo(w)n which is based on the root h-g-(h). Not just silent mental meditation but 

also recitation and even the nomnomnom sounds one makes when enjoying food. Think about it. 

Recite it. Chew on it. Oh and compare Psalm 1 which uses h-g-(h) with regard to torah. 
16
 James Mays suggests this is a technical term for a sacrifice that is “acceptable”. The psalm 

itself is presented as a sacrifice. 
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arguments although I must acknowledge there are fine Christians who testify that 

science (or logic) somehow led them to Christian faith. If I understand Alister 

McGrath correctly, many theologians are more inclined to say we know God 

through revelation first and then humans are somehow able to see how creation 

points to(? recounts the glory of) God as creator. See Christian Theology: An 

Introduction, 212-219. 

 

(6) One odd aspect is the alternation between there is no sound or voice or words 

but somehow their… speech? … goes out into the world. This might be nothing 

more than the limitations of human language. In any case – and without taking 

issue with Psalm 19 – we are now to an extent able to hear creation. Stars and 

planets and even comets have vibrations than cannot be heard with the human ear 

but can be converted into sound. I will not forget how during a press conference on 

the detection of gravitational waves one scientist said we can hear the universe 

“speaking to us”.  

 

(7) Okay so why Torah? Perhaps there is a kind of silent and natural revelation but 

it is difficult if not impossible to hear or understand exactly what creation says. 

Okay noisy comet… how exactly do we handle disputes over property? You get 

the idea. James Mays writes “creation does not speak but God speaks in torah”. 

Creation somehow recounts the glory of God but Torah is able to do many things 

that natural revelation alone cannot accomplish. Hence a series of six statements 

that have parallel structure. Teaching is This. Doing That. 

 

(8) Back up just a bit. What is with the paean to the sun??? In a way the movement 

of Psalm 19 suggests that Torah is like the sun. Nothing is hidden from its heat. 

Which might help explain the prayer at the end. Torah somehow exposes(?) our 

faults and errors both open and hidden. In Orthodox Christianity prayers of 

confession often mention “secret and hidden” sins. 

 

(9) And why the prayer at the end? Is Torah not enough? Well… perhaps not. 

Torah accomplishes a great deal that creation alone does not what with its silent 

communication. And yet the psalmist discerns the need for prayer – to address God 

directly. We have Torah and yet do not always or perfectly keep it. 

 

(10) How about that last little prayer? It suggests the psalm is composed for oral 

recitation in worship. How often do we use psalms in worship? Moreover that the 

prayer is a kind of sacrifice. See Eric Mascall, Corpus Christi, 105-146. There is a 

reason Rick Wright values regular use of psalms in personal and corporate prayer 

and worship. 


